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be sufficiently robust for very active service conditions. This one has not yet been used for 
very long periods at a stretch but there is no apparent reason why it should not work effi
ciently for several hours. The cylinder becomes warm but this is nO disad vantage as the 
piston then works more smoothly. It was contemplated cool ing the electric motor by leading 
the air outlf't through it but the idea was rejected on account of the danger of running too 
much water vapour into the parts. 

Tbe accompanying illustrations explain more than any written description can convey. 
The disposition of the parts is well seen and also the arrangement of the covers. The small 
curved vertical tube on the pinion shaft casing is merely an oil breather. 

The layout was designed by Lance Corporal W. T. Batho, R.A.S.C., who assembled 
the unit in a vcry simple \vorkshop \~ ... ith few tools at his disposal other than a soldering iton. 

SKI SURGERY. 

By MAJOR J. C. WATTS, 

Royal Army il1edical Corps. 

I.- A BRIEF )lOTE O:'-l THE HISTORY 01~ MILITARY SKIING. 

SKIERS are portrayed in the Stone Age carvings at Radf'lY in Tjotta [1] but the first authentic 
records of ski troops were those of King Svcrre at the Battle of Isen [2: in A.D. 1200. 

There are many references to ski troops being employed in Scandinavia and K orthern 
Russia [3J, and in 1733 Captain Emahausen of the Norwegian Army produced the firs t ski 
drill book [2J, the uniform of the Norwegian soldier then consisting of a red hat, yellow jacket 
with red facings and yellow trousers, the officers sporting a gentlemanly topper ; later, in 
1788, the idea of camounage appeared and, in 1808, Norwegian ski troopers achieved a notable 
victory over the Swedes. 

It is important to realize that the ski of those days were dissimilar. the right ski being 
short, broad and with a fur sole to assist climbing, while the left was long and smooth for 
use in running. It was not until the latter half of the last century that the villagers of 
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Telemark in South Norway developed a new technique of skiing,,'enabling turns to be made 
without stopping, and in reality all modern skiing dates from this time. 

The French Army was the first force outside, Scandinavia to see the possibilities of ski 
troops and organized a military ski school under French and Norwegian instructors. Austro
Hungary also experimented with ski troops [4]. Germany, Italy and Switzerland followed 
suit but most of these experiments showed that the time taken to produce a proficient skier 
took too large a portion of the period of military training and ski troops were limited to small 
detachments for scouting and communications. 

The Russians, however, in the war of 1904-05 against Japan, had medical detachm~nts 
equipped with ski and improvised a ski stretcher [5]. 

During the last war, French and German ski troops met in a number Of engagements, the 
principal one at Ste. Die on the last day of 1914; a Norwegian volunteer ski ambulance 
operated with these troops in Les Vosges in 1916 [6] ; the Russians also employed ski troops in 
the Carpathians but were.. inferior to the Germans in mountain skiing and confined their 
activities largely to ancillary services, particularly medical. ' 

After the last war the popularity of skiing increased enormously and all the continental 
powers developed ski troops to a greater oi'lesser degree. Ski troops were first employed during 
the present deqade in the Russo-Finnish war on the Eastern frontier of Finland and surpassed 
their highest expectations, for a small forte of ski infantry with a few sledge drawn light 
howitzers and' mortars not only defeated but in some caseS totally 'annihilated numerically 
supe.rior Russian forces of all arms, the Finns using their mobility to encircle and isolate the 
Russians Who were confined to the roads. . 

The Russians learnt their lessons well, not only copying but improving on. the Finnish 
technique, and,so were able to use the same tactics with great success against the Germans 
attacking Moscow. . ' 

It is clear that the use of ski troops has revolutionized winter warfare in areas under snow 
but, and this is very important, an extremely high standard of skiing is required, not merely 
the downhill running' technique of the popular Swiss resort but arduous cross country (lang
lauf) technique, if ski troops are to be properly employed and the period of training necessary is 
three to four months for untrained troops and four to six weeks for proficient skiers. 

H.-RECENT EXPERIENCES IN ITALY. 

The last paragraph of the above summary would appear to preclude the development of 
British' military skiing but when we come to the ancillary services, especially the Medical 
branch, a lower standard is required and the write'r feels that the following account of recent 
experiences on ski in the Appenines may be of interest. 

Most writers dealing with the employment of ~ki troops are considering an organized 
winter campaign under Arctic, Scandinavian,or Alpine conditions, where a long snow season. 
is expected and full provision is made. In Central Italy, snow is only found in the high 
Appenines, both coastal plains being free from snow, and forming the main combat zones in 
winter or summer as the extremely mountainous nature of the central par~ precludes exten
sive military operations. , 

In the Appenines snow conditions are variable but certain par~s are snowbound for greater 
or lesser periods during the months of Decerpber, January, February and March and skiing _ 
centres were develope~ there before the war. 

In view of the possibility of units being isolated by snow the Field Surgical Unit which 
the writer was then commanding' was moved forward to 'the town of A--, with a light 
A.D.S. less Medical Officers under command. 

Therewere three R.A.P.s at P--, C--, and M-' - close to the fighting line and some 
eight t() ten miles from A-. -; all these places were likely to be cut off by snow, sometimes 
for as long as three weeks. 'The fighting was limited to patrol activity and no great number 
of casualties was expected. 
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Since the number of ski available was small and the light A.D.S. likely to change personnel 
it was decided to train the personnel of the Field Surgical Unit to ski, both for collecting 
casualties from the RA.P.s and to enable,the unit to proceed on s~i to the RA.P. to operate 
there if this was' considered more in the patient's interest; these circumstances were 
exceptional, of course, and normally evacuation would be the responsibility of the Field 
Ambulance. . . 

With the co-operation of the A.D.M.S.s and the Civil Affairs Officer,'seven pairs of ski and 
six Everest carriers were obtained, a ski stretcher was improvised very simply by boring 
two pairs of holes in a pair of ski so that the runners could be wired to the ski and the stretcher 
lashed to the binding; the transverse bars were iashed to prevent collapse and four tow ropes 
all of different length attached one to each runner. This was sufficientfor hard snow or tracks 
but for soft snow an additional pair of ski was lashed inside the other pair by means of trans
versely placed ski sticks. I have no experience of the French model designed by Captain 
Pourchier [7J, nor of the Norwegian Hunger-Modell Rettungsschiffen but, for the compara
tively short distances involved, the above improvisation, though crude, was adequate. 

Temperatures were seldom lower than 4° or 5° below freezing and the clothing problem 
was not serious although snow clothing would have been an advantage as serge picks up the 
snow and becomes'saturated when a warm atmosphere is entered. However battle dress, a 
leather jerkin; woollen gloves and a field service cap with the flaps down, or a balaclava 
helmet, are found satisfactory; the Army boot being rigid and fairly waterproof needed only 
a slight hollowing of the heel with a gouge to make a suitable ski boot. In northern climates, 
of course, the clothing problem is not so easily solved. 

Since R.T. communications were maintained between the various RA.P.s and A--' , 
information about the case or cases was available from the RM.O. so the equipment taken 
was varied to the needs of the case or cases but a full scale was worked out consisting of five 
Army packs mounted on the Everest carriers, the anresthetist carrying his own equipment in 
a haversack. No: 1 pack contained a Fish Kettle sterilizer containing a complete set of 
instruments' already sterilized and wrapped in a sterile towel, two pairs of sterile gloves and 
another sterile towel placed on'top to prevent rattling and the whole sealed with'strapping. 
By'carrying instruments already sterilized the timelag,before starting' the first case was materi
ally reduced; the spirit lamps for the sterilizer were also carrie_din No. 1 pack to allow re
sterilizing and more sterile dressings and towels, wrapped in a sterile towel, completed the 
load. Pack No. 2, the resuscitation pack, contained three bottles of dried plasma and three 
of ' sterile water, two giving sets and six stomach warmers (it must be realized that hot. water 
and other facilities were available at theRA.P.s). Pack No. 3 contained supplies of Cellona 
plaster bandages, compressed dressings and gauze and a tin of vaseline gauze.' Pack No. 4 
contained four bowls, soap, nailbrushes, jaconet aprons and macintoshes and two tin con
tainers of spirit. Each pack was wrapped in a blanket to protect it from falls. These loads 
were varied to suit circumstances as was the composition of the team. 

Before discussing the training of the team it is emphasized that the only requirements 
were ability to proceed over snow on ski carrying a load or drawing a ski 'stretcher and it is 
not sugg~sted that grace, speed, or endurance could be taught in the short time quoted. It 
was found possible with nine normally athletic young soldiers to train the four showing 

"g,eatest promise in eight lessons of two hours each; at the end of this time all could perform 
with proficiency· walking, 'traversing, kick turns, stemming" arid stem turns while of course 
" l'arret Briaru;:on " of the early French military school, consisting,as it doe~, of sitting down 

, by the side of one's ski came naturally. In three weeks all members of the team had reached 
the required standard. 

Finally,jn addition to the practical value of this training, the problem of recreation in a 
small unit isolated by snow was solved and, instead of being confined to quarters, th,e entire 
unit enjoyed the opportunity of a healthy and invigorating winter sport with }ts consequent 
improvement in health and morale. 
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SUMMARY . ... 
(1) The development of military skiing is briefly retold. 
(2) The necessity for a high standard in combat troops and the impracticability of training 

large. scale British formations is emphasized. , . . 
(3) By contrast, the modest requirements of Medical Units in temperate zones are pointed 

out. 
(4) An account of an improvised skiing unit on the Italian front is given. 

I should like to express my appreciation of V. A. Firsoff's excelient work on military 
skiing [8] to which I am indebted for much of the information on the historical and con
temporary development of military skiing and which I would advise 'all those interested in 
the subject to read. _ 

I should also like to thank Lieutenant-Colonel W. M. E. Anderson,' R.A.M.C., for per
mission to forward this article. 
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CLEANSING OF' PERSONAL FEEDING -UTENSILS IN THE FIELD. ' 

By THE STAFF-ARMY SCHOOL OF HYGIENE. 

A LONG-FELT want is the provision of means by which men may wash and properly cleanse 
their knives, forks, spoons, plates, mugs and mess tins. 

To be satisfactory running hot water is essential but, without a piped water supply and 
elaborate apparatus, this cannot be " laid on " in the field. 

A simple method of providing hot water was described in an article forwarded for publi-' 
cation in the Royal Army Medical Corps Journal, but this had the disadvantage of all other. 
improvised methods so far described in :that the water is static and must be changed at more 
or less frequent intervals. ., , 

The 'apparatus described below (modified and tried out at the Army School of Hygiene) 
was used by Lieutenant-Colonel A. N. B. Odbert, D.B.E., R.A.M.C., in the Field and proved 
entirely satisfactory. In operation it is economical of water and fuel and was greatly appre
ciated by the troops. The fire should be lighted while the meal is cooking and care should be 
taken to " tip up " with cold water as the hot water is expended. In one large camp approxi
mately 80 gallons,ot water were used by 1,000 men. Small mops made by'fastening cotton 
waste to a piece of wood 1 foot long should be provided at the wash bench. These mops 
greatly facilitate cleaning and prevent men scalding their hands. 

The principal unit is an ordinary 40-gallon drum which is provided with aJarge (generally 
2 inch diameter) plug at its centre and a smaller (generally! inch or t inch diameter) plug in 
one of its ends.' . 

The drum is stood on end (the end without a plug) and supported on bars or bricks over 
a firebox provided with a flue in the ordinary way. In this position the 2 inch plug opening 
ssituated half way up the vertical side. Into this opening a soft wooden plug is driven to ' 
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